
STALON XS149 silencer from caliber .223 to .375
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18273-STALON-XS149-silencer-from-caliber-.223-to-
.375

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Thread Length (cm) Diam. (mm) Weight (g) MSRP

SI39800
Stalon XS149, M18X1 Max

cal. .223 
Vente libre .223 (5.56 mm)  M18x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39300
Stalon XS149, 5/8-24 UNEF

Max cal. .223 
Vente libre .223 (5.56 mm)  5/8 x 24  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39406
Stalon XS149, M14X1 Max

cal. 6.5mm 
Vente libre 6.5 mm - 06  M14x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39506
Stalon XS149, M15X1 Max

cal. 6.5mm 
Vente libre 6.5 mm - 06  M15x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39806
Stalon XS149, M18X1 Max

cal. 6.5mm 
Vente libre 6.5 mm - 06  M18x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39306
Stalon XS149, 5/8-24 UNEF

Max cal. .30 
Vente libre .308 Win  5/8 x 24  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39402
Stalon XS149, M14X1 Max

cal. .30 
Vente libre .308 Win  M14x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39502
Stalon XS149, M15X1 Max

cal. .30 
Vente libre .308 Win  M15x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39802
Stalon XS149, M18X1 Max

cal. .30 
Vente libre .308 Win  M18x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

SI39503
Stalon XS149, M15X1 Max

cal. .375 
Vente libre .375 Win  M15x1  23.7  49  344  430.00 € incl. tax

A compact telescopic sound suppressor dedicated to hunting on the move!
An ultra-compact sound reducer from the Stalon range intended for hunting.

Excellent sound reduction of 30.5 dB (in .308w caliber)
diameter of 49 mm, length of 237.5 mm and weight of 344 g.
Length in front of the barrel 149 mm, the rear encompasses the barrel.

Cal. Max .223 = .22-250, .22 hornet, .222, .223

Cal. Max 6.5mm = 6mm, .243, 6.5CD, 6.5x55

Cal. Max 308 = 270 Win, 7x57, 7x64, 7mm RM, 7.62x51, 308 Win, 300 WM, 30-06 Spr

Cal. Max 375 = 7.92x57, 338 WM, 9.3x62, 375 H&H
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An excellent sound reducer developed for hunting rifles.

Machining in matte black anodized aeronautical aluminum alloy
Stainless steel baffle and thread
Barrel covering system with rear decompression chamber
Recoil reduction
Significant durability
Front part of the silencer interchangeable to adapt to several calibers
Low protrusion of the sound reducer at the front of the barrel (149mm), despite a length of 23.7 cm!
Maximum barrel diameter: 22.5 mm

A silencer with impeccable finishes with its touch of elegance.

Its telescopic system with barrel covering allows mass distribution providing rigidity and prevents any
deformation of the folding barrel under the weight of the silencer.

This allows you to maintain incredible precision, while shooting discreetly.

The strong point of STALON silencers is the right balance between acoustic performance, weight, ease of
assembly and size.

Equip yourself with the best silencer for hunting, especially for hunters approaching or lying in wait.

The strength of the STALON X108 is its interchangeable front part. If you have several hunting rifles of
different calibers but with the same thread, it is only possible to swap the front part of the silencer, without
having to purchase a sound moderator per rifle.

In order to measure the sound attenuation power of their silencer, STALON relied on a strict military
protocol, MIL-STD-1474D. This protocol is used in military equipment and allows the capacity of a sound
moderator for assault rifles and war weapons to be measured precisely and not erroneously.

Find the protocol in detail by clicking here.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

/files/bibliotheque/pdf/MIL_STD_1474D.pdf

